
Science Content
Standards

Students know that compounds are
formed by combining two or more different
elements and that compounds have
properties that are different from their
constituent elements.
0 Students know how to use the periodic
table to identify elements in simple
compounds.

Students know the idea of atoms
explains the conservation of matter: In
chemical reactions the number of atoms
stays the same no matter how they are
arranged, so their total mass stays the same.

Reading Guide

What You’ll Learn
Distinguish among
elements, compounds, and
molecules.

I

Determine how a chemical
reaction satisfies the law of
conservation of mass.

Write a balanced chemical
equation.

Identify common chemical
reactions.

Why It’s Important
Chemical equations are the
language of chemistry.

Vocabulary
law of conservation of mass
reactant
product
diatomic molecule
coefficient

Chemical E uations
Main Idea Chemical equations show that in chemical reac

tions, atoms rearrange, but no atoms are lost or gained.

Real World Reading Connection Magicians can make a rab
bit appear out of a hat and a person disappear from a box. You
might be amazed, but you know that the rabbit has not come
from nowhere, and the person is not gone. In chemical reac
tions, substances might seem to appear or disappear. But careful
observations show that the same amount of matter is present
after the reaction as before.

Is matter conserved in
che ical reactions?

Chemical reaction is another name for chemical change.
Recall that a chemical change is a change of one or more sub
stances into other substances. In all chemical reactions, the
amount of matter is the same before and after the change takes
place. Another way to say this is that mass is conserved. In a
chemical reaction, bonds between atoms break and new bonds
form. The atoms rearrange. The illustration in Figure9 repre
sents atoms as boxes linked together. The two types of atoms
have different masses. The figure shows that after the reaction,
the atoms are linked in different ways. But no atoms are lost,
and no atoms are gained. Use the key to determine the total
mass of the boxes before the reaction. Then find the total mass
of the boxes after the reaction.

Figure 9 Is the total mass the same after the
rearrangement as it was before?

Before After

_HH _ +

Antoine Lavoisier
Chemist Antoine Lavoisier (AN twan • luh VWAJj see a>’)

(1743—1794) is given credit for showing that mass is conserved in
chemical reactions. Figure 10 shows Lav6isier’s laboratory and a
balance similar to the one he invented The balance allowed him
to make more precise measurements than had been possible
before. In a series of experiments, he measured the mass of materi
als before and after a chemical reaction. In one experiment,
Lavoisier put tin into a closed containeL He measured the mass of
the container and its contents. Using a large lens to focus sunlight,
he heated the tin. The tin changed in color and texture. Lavoisier
knew this meant that a new substance, tin oxide, had formed.
He measured the mass of the container and its contents a second
time. The mass before the reaction was the same as the mass after
the reaction.

What important data did Lavoisier obtain from his
Check - experiment?

Conservation of Mass
Lavoisier repeated his experiment using other materials. In

all cases, the mass at the start of the reaction was the same as the
mass at the end. His results supported the law of conservation of
Thass. The law of conservation ofmass states that the total mass
before a chemical reaction is the same as the total mass after the
reaction

Recall that atoms have definite masses. Thus, it is not surprising
that there is no mass change in a chemical reaction. Atoms simply
rearrange. No atoms are lost or gained.

AcADEMIC V0cABUI.RRY...
precise
(adjective) exact
What is the precise time of
the concert?
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Figure 10 Antoine
Lavoisier is known as the
father of modern chemistry.
He used a precise balance
to measure the masses of
the reactants and products
in his experiments.
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Review Vocabulary
molecule: a neutral particle
in which atoms share
electrons (p. 219)

jLU~ Q2g) Figure 9 Mass and atoms are
conserved in chemical reactiOflS.
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What are the bubbles you see
when you open a can of soda? Are
they made of anything, or are they
made of nothing at all?

Data Collecfon
1. Read and complete a lab safety

form.

2. Copy the table into your Science
journal.

3. Put 100 ml- of water in a plastic
soda bottle that has a screw
on cap.

4. Measure and record the mass of the
bottle, cap, and water.

5. Measure and record the mass of an
effervescent tablet.

Data Table _____

Measurement Mass (g)

Mass of water, bottle,
and cap

Mass of tablet

Mass of water, bottle,
cap, and tablet

Mass of bottle, cap,
and contents after tablet
dissolves, before
opening cap

Mass of bottle, cap, and
contents after opening
the cap

How do you write a
chemical equation?

A chemical equation is a convenient way to describe what hap
pens in a chemical reaction. In chemical equations, the reactants
are written on the left side of an arrow pointing to the right.
Reactants are the starting materials in a chemical reaction. If there
is more than one, they are separated by plus signs. The arrow is
read as “produces.” The products are written on the right side of
the arrow. Products are the new substances that are formed. Plus
signs are also used to separate the products if there are more than
one. In the Lavoisier experiment, tin and oxygen are the reactants.
Tin oxide is the product. The reaction is written as:

oxygen gas —* tin oxide
produce product

The equation reads “tin plus oxygen gas produces tin oxide.”

Word Equations
The equation for the reaction of tin with oxygen is an example

of a word equation. Another example is the burning of charcoal on
a grill, as shown in Figure II. The carbon in the charcoal reacts
with oxygen from the air to produce carbon dioxide gas. The word
equation for the reaction is:

carbon + oxygen —+ carbon dioxide

Later in this section you will learn how to write this as a chemical
equation.

Recall the reaction of baking soda and vinegar. Baking soda is
the compound sodium hydrogen carbonate. Acetic acid is the part
of vinegar that reacts with the baking soda. The products of this
reaction are water, carbon dioxide, and sodium acetate. The reac
tion is described by this word equation:

sodium hydrogen carbonate + acetic acid —>

water + carbon dioxide + sodium acetate

What are the products of the reaction of sodium
hydrogen carbonate and acetic acid?

d Word equatio~5 have limitations. They can be long and theyo not showS that mass is conserved. As you will see later in this

chemical equations, written with chemical symbols, are
rter They also provide more information.
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Where does the tablet go?

tin +
reactants

SCIENCE USE V. COMMON USE.:
reaction
Science Use a change in
which one or more substances
are changed into different
substances. A reaction between
two elements produced a new
substance.
Common Use a response to a
situation or treatment. What
was her reaction when she
heard the good news?

Figure 11 In addition to
the product, carbon diox
ide, the burning of char
coal produces energy to
cook food.

6. Drop the tablet into the bottle and quickly screw the cap on
tightly. Shake the bottle until the tablet dissolves.

7. Measure and record the mass of the capped bottle and its contents.

8. Remove the cap from the bottle and agitate the contents until all
the bubbles are gone. Measure and record the mass of the bottle,
its contents, and the cap.

Data Analysis
i. compare the mass of the bottle before and after opening the cap.

Do the bubbles have mass? How much?

2. Identify what you think makes up the bubbles.

3. Explain how this reaction follows the law of conservation of mass.

Science Content standards

Students know the idea of atoms explains the conservation of matter: In chemical reactions the
number of atoms stays the same no matter how they are arranged, so their total mass stays
the same.

• eading
Check
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Fiigure 12 some elements exist as

~IecUle5. Molecules with two or

more different elements are also called ~
compounds. Ionic compounds are j
called formula units.

1€-i

Two formula units Produce
of sodium chloride

Two atoms + One molecule
of sodium of chlorine

Table 3 •

Element

Formula

Nitrogen Oxygen

N2 02 2 NaCI

\

Figure 13 The illustration,
+ the word equation, and the

chemical equation show that
mass is neither gained nor lost.
Categorize each substance in the2 Na + (12 equation as element, compound,

molecule, or formula unit.

Hydrogen

112

Molecules

dl

1120

N

NH3

nt compounds (Molecules)

+
Na

NaCI
— 2+

Mg j
MgCl2

Fluorine Chlorine Bromine Iodine

F2 8r2 ‘2

Elements, compoundsi and Molecules
Instead of writing long word equation5~ chemists

use symbols to represent elements. Elements consist of
one kind of atom. Remember that you can find the
symbols for the elements on the periodic table. For
example, iron is Fe, hydrogen is H, and helium is He.

Formulas Formulas are used to represent molecules
and ionic compounds. A molecule is a neutral particle
in which atoms share electrons. Molecules may be ele
ments or compounds. If the atoms in a molecule are
the same, the molecule is an element. Both oxygen gas
and hydrogen gas are molecules. Hydrogen gas has the
symbol H2. Oxygen gas is represented by Oz. These
molecules are diatomic. The prefix di— means “two.”
A diatonhic molecule is a molecule that contains two
atoms. Table 3 lists the elements that normally exist as
diatomic molecules. You should use these formulas
when you write chemical equations.

Check When is a molecule also an element?

compounds Molecules composed of two or more
different atoms are compounds. Water, H20, is both a
molecule and a covalent compound. The atoms in
water share electrons. Sodium chloride, NaCI, is an
ionic compound. The formula, NaCl, represents one
formula unit of sodium chloride. A formula unit is
defined as the smallest whole_number ratio of the
elements in an ionic compound. Figure ii shows
examples of elements, compounds~ and molecules. It
is important to know the meanings of these terms~
When you write chemical equations~ you must use the
correct formulas and symbols.

IF

Chemical Equations
You now can put together what you know and write the chemi

cal equation for the burning of charcoal. Carbon and oxygen react
to form carbon dioxide. Carbon (charcoal) and oxygen are the
reactants. The product is carbon dioxide. Using the periodic table,
find the symbol for carbon, which is C. In Table 3, note that oxy
gen has the diatomic formula, 02. The formula for carbon dioxide
is CO2. Now, write the symbol and formula for the reactants. Place
a plus sign between them. After the reactants, place an arrow
pointing to the right. Write the formula for carbon dioxide to the
right of the arrow. Your equation should look like this:

C+02-_)C02

Read the plus sign as “reacts with.” Read the arrow as “pro
duces.” The equation states that one atom of carbon reacts with
one molecule of oxygen and produces one molecule of carbon
dioxide.

Figure 13 shows another equation in which the reactant, sodium
chloride, decomposes. Notice that the reaction produces the ele
ments sodium and chlorine. Continue to read to find out why the
number 2 is placed in front of NaCI and Na.

How do you balance a
chemical equation?

Lavoisier showed experimentally that in chemical reactions, mass
is neither lost nor gained. The same is true for chemical equations.
Balancing an equation means showing the same number of the
Same kind of atom on both sides of the equation.

First, write the symbols and formulas for the reactants and prod
ucts on the correct sides of the arrow. Make sure all are written
correctly. Second, check for balance by counting the number of
each kind of atom. Compare the number of each kind of atom in

C reactants with the number of that kind of atom in the products.
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1 carbon atom
4 hydrogen atoms

0

Counting Atoms
When counting atoms, it’s important to

know the difference between subscripts and
coefficients.

Subscripts Recall that the small number
below and to the right of a symbol in a chemi
cal formula is a subscript. A subscript tells how
many atoms of an element are contained in
one molecule or formula unit. In the molecule
methane, CI-L4, hydrogen’s subscript is four.
Carbon has no subscript. When an element
has no subscript, the subscript is assumed to
be one. A molecule of methane has one carbon
atom and four hydrogen atoms. Figure 14
shows the formulas and compositions of meth
ane and ammonia. In counting atoms, it’s
important to write the correct formulas and
know the meaning of subscripts.

Coefficients Recall the number 2 that is
placed before NaCI and Na in the equation in
Figure 13. Numbers that are written in front of
a symbol or a formula in a chemical equation
are called coefficients. A coefficient tells how
many atoms, molecules, or formula units take
part in the reaction. In Figure 13, two formula
units of NaCI (2NaCl) decomposed, and two
atoms of Na (2Na) were formed along with one
molecule of Cl2.

The expression 3H2 means that three mole
cules of hydrogen take part in a chemical reac
tion. To find out how many hydrogen atoms
are in 3H2, multiply the subscript 2 by the
coefficient 3. There are six hydrogen atoms in
3H2. The difference between a subscript and a
coefficient is shown in Table 4.

Water and hydrogen peroxide differ by a
subscript. If you add the subscript 2 to oxygen
in the formula for water, the new formula rep
resents a completely different substance.
Changing subscripts changes the identity of
the compound.

Explain the difference between
a subscript and a coefficient.

Count the atoms. It’s easy to see that one carbon atom and two
oxygen atoms are on each side of the equation. The equation is
balanced. Sometimes it is not as easy to tell whether an equation is
balanced.

Recall the illustration in Figure S that shows water decomposing
when an electric current passes through it.

+

Notice that more oxygen atoms are on the right. To balance the
equation, two oxygen atoms are needed on the left. Place the coef
ficient 2 in front of H20. Now there are two molecules of F120.
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Writing Balanced Equatjo~~
Is the equation for the burning of charcoal balanced?

+

Figure 14 Formulas show how
many of each kind of atom are in a
molecule or compound.

CH4
Methane

N

NH3 1 nitrogen atom
Ammonia 3 hydrogen atoms

TabIe4 •

._ . . . . .

Formula Meaning Number
of

Atoms

Two
hydrogen
atoms and
one oxygen
atom

2H20 Four
hydrogen
atoms and
two oxygen
atoms

11202 Two
hydrogen
atoms and
two oxygen
atoms

Interactive Table Organize information about
coefficients and subscripts at ca8.msscience.COm.

WORD ORIGIN
hydrogen
hydr— from Greek hydros;
means Water
—gene from French; means
producing

reactant, H20
2 hydrogen atoms

I Oxygen atom

products, ~ + 02
2 hydrogen atoms

2 oxygen atoms

2H20> H2 +02
reactant, 21-120

4 hydrogen atoms
2 oxygen atoms

products, H2 + 02
2 hydrogen atoms

2 oxygen atoms

“Reading
Check

The reaction still is not balanced. Four hydrogen atoms are on
the left and only two on the right. Put the coefficient 2 in front of
Fl2 on the product side. Does that balance the equation?

+

2H20 —> 2112 + 02
reactant, 2H20 products, 2112 + 02

4 hydrogen atoms 4 hydrogen atoms
2 oxygen atoms 2 oxygen atoms

The equati~~ is now balanced.
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CU4 + 202 —* CO2 +21120
1eactants, CU4 + 202 products~ CO2 + 21120

1 carbon atom 1 carbon atom
4 hydrogen atoms 4 hydrogen atoms

4 oxygen atoms
4 oxygen atoms

Reactants
1 atom of sodium

5 atoms of hydrogen
3 atoms of carbon
5 atoms of oxygen

Products
1 atom of sodium

5 atoms of hydrogen
3 atoms of carbon
5 atoms of oxygen

Figure 15 These foods are rich in the
element calcium, which your body needs
for growing bones and sound teeth.

The count shows that the equation is balanced.
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Baking Soda and Vinegar
Remember the reaction of vinegar with baking soda? The word

equation is: baking soda, or sodium hydrogen carbonate, reacts
with acetic acid in vinegar to produce carbon dioxide, water, and
sodium acetate. The chemical equation is written this way:

NaHCQ3 + HC2H302 —~ CO2 +1120 + NaC2H3O2

The formulas for reactants and products are written correctly.
Now check for atom balance.

quationS for Common
Chemical Reactions

What are the steps in balancing an equation? First, write the
correct symbols and formulas. Second, count atoms on both sides
of the equation. Third, place coefficients in front of the symbols
and formulas to balance the numbers of atoms. Remember that
subscripts cannot be changed. Doing so would change the identity
of the substance.

Reaction of Methane
Natural gas, the fuel used in many home furnaces and kitchen

stoves, is mostly methane, CH4. Methane reacts with oxygen in the
air to form carbon dioxide and water.

+ —0~ +

CH4+02_->C02+1120

Is this equation balanced? You need to count the atoms to find
out. It is a good idea to count the oxygen atoms last, because oxy
gen occurs in both products. Begin with carbon. The number of
carbon atoms is the same on both sides of the arrow. Now, count
the hydrogen atoms. There are four hydrogen atoms on the left,
but only two on the right. Put the coefficient 2 in front of 1120.

I This makes 2 X 2, or 4 hydrogen atoms, so the number of hydro
gen atoms is the same on both sides.

CU4+02~_~C02+2H2O

Four oxygen atoms are on the right. Two are in the CO2
molecule and two are in the 1120 molecules. Only two oxygen
atoms are on the left. To balance the oxygen atoms, put the
coefficient 2 in front of 02.

+ —•.. +

Atoms of each element are present in equal numbers on both
sides of the arrow. The equation is balanced as written.

Using Parentheses with Formulas
Calcium, Ca, plays an important role in building strong bones

and teeth. Figure 15 shows some of the foods that are a source of
calcium in your diet. This Group 2 element reacts with water to
produce calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2, and hydrogen gas, H2.

Ca + H~O —> Ca(OH)2 + 112

When you count atoms inside parentheses, the subscript follow
ing the parentheses multiplies all atoms inside. A total of two oxy
gen atoms and two hydrogen atoms are in Ca(OH)2. A total of
four atoms of hydrogen are on the right side of the equation. To
balance the hydrogen atoms on the left, put the coefficient 2 in
front of H2Q.

Ca +21120~~.> Ca(0H)2 +J~J2

Now the equation is balanced.
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Summarizing Balancing Equations
As you write and balance your own equations, use the following

steps as a guide.
Step 1 Determine the correct symbols and formulas for the reac

tants and products.
Step 2 Write reactant symbols and formulas to the left of an

arrow and product symbols and formulas to the right.
Step 3 Count the number of each kind of atom on both sides.
Step 4 Use coefficients to make the number of each kind of atom

the same on both sides of the arrow.
Step 5 Check to see that each kind of atom balances.

Summarize
Create your own lesson
summary as you organize
an outline.

1. Scan the lesson. Find and
list the first main
heading.

2. Review the text after
the heading and list 2—3
details about the heading.

3. Find and list each blue
subheading that follows
the main heading.

4. List 2—3 details, key terms,
and definitions under
each blue subheading.

5. Review additional
main headings and their
supporting blue subhead
ings. List 2—3 details about
each.

ELA8: R 2.3

Using Vocabulary

1. In your own words, write a
definition of diatomic molecule.

2. Use the word coefficient in a
sentence.

Understanding Main Ideas

3. How is the substance sodium
chloride, NaCI, defined?

A. an element
B. a compound
C. a molecule and a

compound
0. a diatomic molecule

4. Identify which substances are
reactants and which are prod
ucts in this equation:
NaOH + HCI —+ NaCI + H20.

5. Explain how mass is con-
served when a candle burns.

1. Determine the number
of each kind of atom in
2P203.

Applying Science

8. Organize Information
Copy and fill in the graphic
organizer below to show all
the steps in balancing a chem
ical equation. 0

I Step2 I
IStepi I

~ Step3 I
9. Formulate a hypothesis

about whether every balanced
equation you could write
would describe a reaction
that could be carried out in
the laboratory.

10. Solve Balance the f0llowinlg
chemical equations.

A. Ag + H25 —4 Ag25 + P12

B. Fe + 02 —+ Fe304
C. H2 + N2 —+ NH3
D. A1203 — Al +02

Scienc nilne
For more practice. visit Standards
Check at _~cience.c0m

LESSON 2 Review
Standards Check

6. Relate balancing an equation
to the law of conservation of
mass.
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